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CHAPTER ONE
COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
Nothing epitomizes modern life better than the computer. For better or worse, computers
have infiltrated every aspect of our society. Today computers do much more than simply
compute: supermarket scanners calculate our grocery bill while keeping store inventory;
computerized telephone switching centers play traffic cop to millions of calls and keep
lines of communication untangled; and automatic teller machines (ATM) let us conduct
banking transactions from virtually anywhere in the world. Although in some instances
the computers carry out their intended functions in a standalone mode, and in other it is
necessary to exchange information with other computers. Computer science with its
many languages and complex operational procedures has become a difficult subject for
student to understand and learn. Despite the publication of hundreds of textbooks in this
field, each one intended to provide an improvement over previous textbooks, students
continue to remain perplexed as a result of the numerous conditions that must often be
remembered and correlated in solving a problem.
The digital age and the global economy are now closely linked. Since the 1990s,
information technologies have accounted for a large share of investment and made a
significant contribution to economic growth. Businesses, individuals and governments
have all profited from the benefits delivered by the ever-increasing and broadening use of
the Internet. The explosion of the Internet, and the increase in .com enterprises, has
profoundly shaken the economic world and has generated new commercial models;
To fully understand and appreciate the impact in which the computers and the computing
profession which has widened considerably in recent times to support proficiency in
diverse areas via management, communication, internet, networks, designs, broad
application (e.g. CAD) satellite technology, electronics etc. emerge from its traditional
computer science. The broad spectrum of computing profession has transmuted the field
to what we know today as information technology and communication technology. The
view point of the profession is no longer bugged down by academic exercise but by
proficiency on the use, application and deployment of IT for productive end-result.
Computer – A more comprehensive definition of a computer can be define as a device
that works under the control of programs, automatically accepting, storing and processing
data to produce information that is the result of the processing.
Data – Data can be defined as raw fact. That is the basic fact given to the computer.
Information – Information is defined as processed data. That is a data that has be
converted into a more meaningful, useful or intelligible forms.
Computer System
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A typical computer system consists of a central processing unit (CPU), input devices,
storage devices, and output devices. The CPU consists of an arithmetic/logic unit,
registers, control section, and internal bus. The arithmetic/logic unit carries out
arithmetical and logical operations. The registers store data and keep track of operations.
The control unit regulates and controls various operations. The internal bus connects the
units of the CPU with each other and with external components of the system. For most
computers, the principal input device is a keyboard. Storage devices include external
floppy disc drives and internal memory boards. Output devices that display data include
monitors and printers.
The physical computer and its components are known as hardware. Computer hardware
includes the memory that stores data and program instructions; the central processing unit
(CPU) that carries out program instructions; the input devices, such as a keyboard or
mouse, that allow the user to communicate with the computer; the output devices, such as
printers and video display monitors, that enable the computer to present information to
the user; and buses (hardware lines or wires) that connect these and other computer
components. The programs that run the computer are called software. Software generally
is designed to perform a particular type of task—for example, to control the arm of a
robot to weld a car‘s body, to write a letter, to display and modify a photograph, or to
direct the general operation of the computer.
Evolution of Computers
Despite the fact it is an integral part of today‘s society, the computer epitomizes future
shock for many people. While this common scenario makes for entertaining fiction. It
undermine the accomplishment of a great many computer systems and increases the
distance that exists between many people and an appreciation of computer and
computing. The computer is not the product a mad scientist‘s warped ambition, but rather
the natural culmination of humanity‘s growing need for fast, accurate computation and a
need that has existed for so many thousand of years.
Since the dawn of humanity, men and women have relied on devices to assist them in
performing computation. Earlier human counted their sheep by moving sticks or stones.
Clay tablets containing multiplication tables and tables of reciprocals found near Babylon
are believed to have produced about 1700 B.C. The abacus, which emerged about 5,000
years ago in Asia Minor and is still in use today, may be considered the first computer.
Earlier version of the abacus were used in the Middle East as early as 2500 B.C. The
abacus was first used by the Babylonians as an aid to simple arithmetic at sometime
around this date. This device allows users to make computations using a system of sliding
beads arranged on a rack. Early merchants used the abacus to keep trading transactions.
The abacus in the form we are most familiar with was first used in China in around 1300
A.D. But as the use of paper and pencil spread, particularly in Europe, the abacus lost its
importance. It took nearly 12 centuries, however, for the next significant advance in
computing devices to emerge.
Rapid increasing demands for information processing, coupled with rapidly decreasing
costs for provision of computing functions, have simulated unbelievable growth in the
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industry. The basic idea of computing develops in the 1200's when a Moslem cleric
proposes solving problems with a series of written procedures. Today the computer
industry ranks with the automotive and petroleum industries as one of the cornerstones of
our industrial society.

Summary of Significant Events in Computer History
Efforts at creating machines to assist in calculations date at least as far back as 3000 B.C.,
when the abacus was developed. Western efforts at calculating machines can be traced
back to Leonardo da Vinci's sketches of about 1500 A.D. Today's laptops and the
Internet bear little resemblance to the abacus or da Vinci's adding machine, yet they can
trace their roots back to these early attempts. What follows is an outline of some of the
significant advances in information technology through the centuries. Without each of
these milestones in progress, we would not have the technology you are currently using
to read this material!

c. 3000 B.C.
Babylonia

The abacus, a mechanical calculating aid, developed
Early civilizations calculated by arranging pebbles aruond lines in sand
or dust. The modern form of the abacus, with beads on wires,
apparently emerged in the 13th century A.D. The abacus remains in use
today, although it requires an experienced user to effectively perform
calculations with it.

1452-1519A.D.
Leonardo da Thought of and sketched mechanical adding machine
Vinci
Invented logarithms
Logarithms may appear completely unrelated to the development of
computing devices, but Napier's creations were very significant.
Multiplication and division can be performed by adding and subtracting
1550-1617A.D.
logarithms. This development meant that a machine capable of adding
John Napier
and subtracting could be used for multiplication and division as well.
Napier is also remembered for his creation of Napier's bones, sticks
with portions of multiplication tables on them that made multiplication
of large numbers trivial to perform.

1623 A.D.
Wilhelm
Schickard

Built first mechanical adding machine (lost until 1900s)
Schickard built a "Calculating Clock" that would perform addition and
subtraction with gears. It also incorporated a set of Napier's bones for
multiplication and subtraction. Sketches that Schickard sent to Kepler
have survived, but the machine has not. Even the sketches disappeared
for several centuries, so the Clock did not inspire future efforts. A
reconstruction of the Clock was successfully built from the sketches in
1960.

1623-62A.D.
Blaise Pascal

Built and sold mechanical adding machine, the Pascaline
Pascal's machine added using gears, but subtraction required the use of
a mathematical trick. The Pascaline was delicate and could be fixed by
no one but Pascal, so it did not achieve widespread usage. Pascal
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produced about 50 of them, and several of his machines did survive to
influence other inventors.
Invented binary arithmetic
One of the downfalls of early computing machines was their adherence
to the decimal system. The Pascaline required ten distinguishable
1646-1716 A.D.
settings for each digit in a calculation. Machining gears to such
Gottfried
precision was beyond the industrial standards of the times in which
Leibniz
those gentlemen lived, and such mechanical difficulties were behind
the failure of both the Pascaline and Babbages machines decribed
below. Modern computers use Leibniz's binary arithmetic.

1700s

Special-purpose analog machines
The 1700s saw the rise of many machines to aid navigation as well as a
few more adding machines. While all are very interesting, none has
any direct bearing on the evolution of the computer. See one of the
histories listed in the Bibliography for more information on this time
period.

1752-1834)
Joseph-Marie
Jacquard

Developed automated loom using punched cards
Jacquard revolutionized the weaving industry, and his innovation was
recognized by Lovelace and Babbage as useful in calculating machines.

Developed and partially built mechanical Difference Engine
Dreamed up mechanical Analytical Engine
Babbage's Difference Engine was developed to produce mathematical
tables using a technique called the method of constant differences. To
eliminate typographical errors, the Engine would record results directly
on metal plates - perhaps the first device with its own printer. The
1792-1871 A.D. Analytical Engine would have been a much more versitile machine.
Babbage's plans included the capacity to branch, or take alternate paths
Charles
depending on a result. The Analytical Engine would have been able to
Babbage
loop, perform subroutines, and store up to 148 numbers. The program
would be entered using punch cards. Babbage's creations were
hampered by the lack of precision machining available at the time, as
well as Babbage's reliance on the decimal system. Babbage's machines
were large and ponderous - had the Analytical Engine been built, it
would have filled a football field!
c. 1840 A.D.
Lady Ada
Augusta
Lovelace

Suggested punch cards to Babbage
Lovelace was a staunch supporter of Babbage, and much of what we
know about Babbage's efforts is due to the writings of Lovelace.
Lovelace drew Babbage's attention to Jacquard's looms, and she
produced the programs for Babbage's Analytical Engine thereby
becoming the world‘s first programmer.

Developed mathematical logic
1815-1864A.D.
Boole was the first to apply mathematical concepts to logic. His
George Boole
Boolean algebra now composes the heart of all computing devices.
1860-1929A.D. Built electromechanical Tabulating Machine to help with census
Hollerith's machine counted rather than calculated, so it's design was
Herman
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Hollerith

much simpler than Babbage's ideas. Hollerith re-invented use of punch
cards, and he used electricity to run the machine and send signals to the
dials. Hollerith's Tabulating Machine Company, founded in 1896, later
became IBM.

Built analog differential analyzer to solve differential equations
1890-1974A.D. Bush's machine was analog, not digital like the machines of Hollerith
and Babbage. In an analog machine, numerical values vary
Vannevar
continuously; in a digital machine only certain discrete numbers (like
Bush
integers) are possible.
1932 A.D.
C. E.
WynnWilliams

First large-scale application of digital electronics
Wynn-Williams used digital electronics to build a binary counter for
physics experiments in Cambridge. His idea caught on, and such usage
was common by 1940.

(1912-1954)
1937 A.D.
Alan Turing

Developed theory of computability - introduced the Turing
machine
Turing studied how people perform calculations and solve problems,
then developed a simple model encompassing all possible logic
actions. He had no intention of affecting computer science, but rather
wanted to illustrate that logic could not provide proofs for every
statement. Turing's machine, a purely theoretical creation, consists of
an infinitely long tape with binary information on it, and a moving,
programmable read/write head which can move along the tape. The
head reads the symbol at its current location, then decides whether to
change that symbol and what location to go to next based on its
program. All three of the necessary components of an information
system (processing, storage, transfer) are represented in the Turing
machine, and the Turing machine can perform any procedure that
modern processors can.

Built electomechanical programmable computer
Zuse did not know of the existing work on mechanical calculators, but
started from scratch. He was the first to use a binary system in a
calculating machine, and he recognized the need for a general-purpose
programmable machine. Zuse also developed his own version of
1938-1941 A.D. Boolean algebra for the logic portion of the computer. Zuse's first
Conrad Zuse machine in 1938 was mechanical, but it was automatically controlled
by a punch card reader. Later machines, such as the Z4, built in 1941,
used electric relays. Zuse built memory and arithmetic units from
electronic devices but never built an entirely electronic computer.
Because of the isolation of Germany during World War II, Zuse's work
went unnoticed by others in the field.
Built electronic digital computer - first to use vacuum tubes
1903-1995A.D. Atansoff and Berry's computer (ABC) was a special-purpose machine
John Atanasoff for solving systems of equations. The full machine was built in 1942.
In addition to being the first machine to use vacuum tubes to calculate,
and
Clifford Berry the ABC incorporated binary arithmetic, regenerative electronic
memory, and logic circuits. It was not, however, programmable.
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Antanasoff's machine was not patented, but he won a court battle in
1973 to be credited with the invention of the automatic electronic
digital computer. This ruling was somewhat questionable, since the
ABC was not automatic.
Built first multi-terminal remotely-accessible calculator
Stibitz's ideas, combined with Williams' management, at Bell Labs
produced this calculating device that could perform addition,
1940 A.D.
George Stibitz subtraction, multiplication, and division on complex numbers. It used
relays and binary mathematics, but it was not programmable. The Bell
and
S. B. Williams Complex Number Calculator was the first machine to serve more than
one terminal (although it could serve only one at a time) and the first to
be accessed from a remote location.
Wrote "The Use of High Speed Vacuum Tube Devices for
Calculating"
1942 A.D.
Mauchly believed electronic technologies were superior to mechanical
John Mauchly
technologies. His memo did not gain much attention at first, but it
eventually led to the development of the ENIAC.
Developed the Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer
Mauchly and a group at the Ballistics Research Laboratory built a
calculating machine for trajectory calculations. ENIAC used 18000
vacuum tubes, 1500 relays, 70000 resistors, and 10000 capacitors. It
weighed in at 30 tons and used between 140 and 174 kilowatts of
1943-1945 A.D.
power; the exact number is different in the different sources of the
Ballistics
Bibliography. Some of ENIAC's complexity was due to Mauchly's
Research
decision to use decimal numbers, rather than binary. As the name
Laboratory
suggests, ENIAC was developed to perform integration, but it was
much more powerful than that. ENIAC had the capability of looping,
performing subroutines, and following a program. Since ENIAC was
primarily built for trajectory calculations, the machine had to be rewired for other uses.
1947 A.D.
Bardeen,
Brattain,
and Shockley

Invented
transistor
at
Bell
Telephone
Laboratory
Relays were slow, but vacuum tubes were expensive to run and prone
to breakage. Transistors perform all of the electrical functions of
vacuum tubes, but use little energy, generate little heat, turn on
instantly, are sturdy and stable, and are cheap. Transistors have made
possible the wide availability of computers outside of reasearch
institutions and large corporations.

1948 A.D.
Manchester
Group

First electronic machine to perform stored program
The Manchester machine demonstrated the ability to perform stored
programs, but the memory was so limited (32 words of 32 bits each) in
this prototype, it was not capable of performing complicated
calculations. A larger, more useful version was produced by Ferranti
Limited in 1951.

1948 A.D.
Claude

Published theory of information science
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Shannon
1949 A.D.
Maurice
Wilkes

First machine capable of performing useful stored programs
Wilkes and his colleagues at Cambridge built the Electronic Delay
Storage Automatic Calculator. EDSAC could store 16 sets of 32 words
of 17 bits each. This memory seems paltry by modern standards, but it
was enough to make EDSAC versitile and useful.

First computer system
Eckert and Mauchly created the Universal Automatic Computer, a
versitile data-processing system. UNIVAC had many possible
1949 A.D.
components: printers, external long-term magnetic tape storage,
Prespert
converters between cards and tapes, tape copiers, and a processer to
Eckert
boot. Mauchly and Eckert continued to stick with decimal math, but
and
John Mauchly UNIVAC's capabilities were revolotuionary. The RAM could hold
12000 digits or letters. UNIVAC could also process ten tapes at a time,
and it could add numbers in 3/5 the time ENIAC needed.

1951 A.D.
Jay Forrester
and
Bob Everett

First real-time computer, the Whirlwind.
The idea for the Whirlwind grew out of an effort to create a real-time
trainer-analyzer for Navy pilots' flight simulation. In order to speed
calculations, words were limited for the first time to16 bits as opposed
to the 40+ bits common in scientific computing. Some of the other
innovations were the use of interactive monitors to facilitate its
operation, multitasking, and the networking of multiple computers and
other devices into one system. The Whirlwind demonstrated the
potential of high-speed real-time general-purpose computers. It became
the prototype for air traffic control and monitoring air space.

Invented compiler
Before the advent of compilers, even operators of programmable
computers (as opposed to hard-wired machines) had to enter
instructions in binary or, at best, a symbolic assembly language.
Assembly languages varied by machine, and they were nothing more
than translations of the binary commands. Programmers still had to
1951 A.D.
enter every single command such as how to index the memory
Grace Hopper
addresses, and computers could work only with integers. A compiler
would take a single command from the user and automatically compile
a list of binary operations to carry out that command. Hopper's initial
compiler for the UNIVAC was only somewhat successful, but her idea
caught on and led to the development of all modern computer
languages.

1953 A.D.
Jay Forrester

First use of magnetic core memory
Computer memory was traditionally made of slow relays, slow
magnetic drums, vacuum tubes prone to breakage, or cathode-ray tubes
prone to breakage. Whirlwind's capability was limited by the
performance of the thirty-two CRTs making up its 32768-bit internal
memory. Once Forrester's idea of magnetic core memory was
implemented, Whilrwind's operating speed doubled, and the amount of
time needed for maintenence dropped by more than a factor of 10.
Dept. of Computer Sc. & Infortec.
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1957 A.D.
John Backus

Developed compiler for first modern computer language FORTRAN
Backus' compiler initially had many bugs to work out, but it steadily
improved and eventually led to the development of many other
languages, such as COBOL and BASIC.

1958 A.D.
Philco
Corporation

First use of high-speed transistors in computers
Transistors made their commercial debut in the Transac S-2000,
produced by Philco Corporation.

1958 A.D.
Jack Kilby

Produced first integrated circuit at Texas Instruments
The idea of an integrated circuit IC) can be traced to a paper presented
by G. W. A. Drummer in 1952. Kirby's IC was not elegant or
extremely durable, but it proved that entire circuits could be produced
on a single piece of semiconductor. A demonstration computer
contained 587 of Kirby's ICs and weighed 10 ounces. It was
comparable in computing power to a transistor computer with 8500
components and weighing 480 ounces. IC technology continued to
develop, and a significant breakthrough was made in 1959 by Robert
Noyce of Fairchild Semiconductor. Noyce developed a method that
kept the circuit flat (planar), and this development led to the durability
and commercial viability of today's integrated circuits. ICs were used
fairly quickly in memory, but their encorporation in logic circuits took
many years since they were incompatable with existing systems. Kilby
shared the 2000 Nobel Prize in Physics for his invention.

1961 A.D.
Steven
Hofstein

Developed MOSFET
The MOSFET is a type of transistor used in logic devices.

1963 A.D.
Digital
Equipment
Corporation

First minicomputer, the PDP-8
Ken Olsen founded the Digital Equipment Corporation to produce
smaller, less-powerful computers for businesses. The PDP-8 used
transistors and magnetic core memory. It was limited, the memory
having room for only 4K words of 12 bits each, but it was affordable to
many, and its price fell as its popularity grew.

1969 A.D.
Ted Hoff

Placed all circuits on one chip
Ted Hoff, working for Intel, came up with the idea of making a
general-purpose logic chip that could be used in any machine to
perform any task. Up until this point, every application needed a
different integrated circuit, and production of those circuits was falling
well behind the demand. Hoff's microprocessor would be controlled by
the ROM, which was programmed for the particular application. The
first microprocessor was produced in 1970, and it could only process 4
bits of data at a time. An 8-bit processor capable of running a
minicomputer was produced in 1972.

1971 A.D.

First fiber optic cable
Fiber optic cables are noteworthy for the speed of information transfer
as well as their low losses.
Dept. of Computer Sc. & Infortec.
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1974 A.D.
Edward
Roberts
and
MITS

Introduction of the personal computer
Using one of Intel's chips, Edward Roberts and his company produced
a kit for building a home computer. The Altair 8800 wasn't highpowered, it was affordable to the average person, and computer
enthusiasts bought them in droves. Paul Allen and Bill Gates wrote the
first BASIC compiler for the Altair soon after it was introduced. The
company MITS did not survive, but it's legacy is the personal computer
industry.
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SECTION ONE
INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER SCIENCE
& INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Computer Components
The main components used to build a personal computer and other types of
microcomputers are both internal and external in nature. The computer systems are made
up of many components which are broken into internal and external.
 Internal Components
 that is, they are located inside the computer case
 External Components
 Some are connected externally, using ports
 A port is a kind of plug, usually located at the back of the
computer
 Components located outside the computer's case are referred to as
peripheral devices
 Because they use components, PCs are customizable
 You can add internal or external components for specific tasks, such as playing
sound, and choose mare powerful components to make a high performance PC
 Or you can specify less powerful, less expensive components for a basic office
computer
 This means that PCs vary quite widely in terms of performance (the speed at
which a computer performs different tasks), cost, and the sort of applications
(software) that they can run.
Computer components can be divided into the following categories:
 Microprocessors process instructions and perform calculations.
 Storage devices (memory and disks) hold data.
 Input devices (mouse and keyboard) let the user enter data.
 Output devices (monitor, speakers, and printer) (display data).
 Network devices (network card, modem) allow computers to transfer data
to and from other computers.
 The Motherboard
 A motherboard (or system board) Is a large printed circuit board with
connections for all the other components in the computer
 The motherboard allows the components to exchange data
 It also houses the power supply
Dept. of Computer Sc. & Infortec.
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 The type of motherboard determines the types of CPU, memory, and hard
disk and other peripherals that can be installed in the computer

 The System Case
 The motherboard (and other internal components) is housed within a
protective case, usually made of metal and plastic and often referred to as
the "box."
 The design of the case can affect how many expansion cards and
components can be added to the computer
 Some cases are designed to be easy to open and access to make
maintenance of the computer simpler

 Ports and Peripheral Devices
 A hardware port is a socket designed to allow the connection of extra
devices, often outside the system case
 Such devices are referred to as peripherals
 Typical peripheral devices include the mouse, keyboard, monitor, and
printer
Dept. of Computer Sc. & Infortec.
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 Even though they are located outside the case, such devices are often
essential tar operating the computer
 Some parts are attached directly to the motherboard.
 Others may be attached to an expansion card plugged into the
motherboard
 Traditionally, parts were always positioned at the back of the system case

 However, in many modern designs, some ports (notably USB and Fire
wire connectors) may he provided on the front of the case, far easy access
 On a portable or laptop computer, ports are usually located at the hack
and sides of the case
 Ports used to connect the newest generation of USB memory devices are
often referred to as slots
 Ports and connecting cables are always one of two genders: male
connectors have pins; female connectors have holes.
 There are many different types of port, each requiring a different type of
connector
USE OF COMPUTER
People use computers in many ways. In business, computers track inventories with bar
codes and scanners, check the credit status of customers, and transfer funds
electronically. In homes, tiny computers embedded in the electronic circuitry of most
appliances control the indoor temperature, operate home security systems, tell the time,
and turn videocassette recorders (VCRs) on and off. Computers in automobiles regulate
the flow of fuel, thereby increasing gas mileage, and are used in anti-theft systems.
Computers also entertain, creating digitized sound on stereo systems or computeranimated features from a digitally encoded laser disc. Computer programs, or
applications, exist to aid every level of education, from programs that teach simple
addition or sentence construction to programs that teach advanced calculus. Educators
use computers to track grades and communicate with students; with computer-controlled
projection units, they can add graphics, sound, and animation to their communications
(see Computer-Aided Instruction). Computers are used extensively in scientific research
to solve mathematical problems, investigate complicated data, or model systems that are
too costly or impractical to build, such as testing the air flow around the next generation
of aircraft. The military employs computers in sophisticated communications to encode
and unscramble messages, and to keep track of personnel and supplies.
Dept. of Computer Sc. & Infortec.
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HOW COMPUTERS WORK

Types of computers
The two principal characteristics of a computer are:



It responds to a specific set of instructions in a well-defined manner.
It can execute a prerecorded list of instructions (a program).

Modern computers are electronic and digital. The actual machinery -- wires, transistors,
and circuits -- is called hardware; the instructions and data are called software.
Computers can be generally classified by size, type, logic or purpose and power though
there is considerable overlap. However, some of this classification can be seen to include
in details the following.
In terms of size, computers can broadly be classified into three types: - mainframes,
minicomputers and microcomputers (also called personal computers), ending with the
smallest size. Some authorities may include the largest computers available, the
supercomputers (not generally in common use), as an additional type by size. However
here is a general classification of them: Computers are categorized by both size and the number of people who can use them
concurrently. Supercomputers are sophisticated machines designed to perform complex
calculations at maximum speed; they are used to model very large dynamic systems, such
Dept. of Computer Sc. & Infortec.
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as weather patterns. Mainframes, the largest and most powerful general-purpose systems,
are designed to meet the computing needs of a large organization by serving hundreds of
computer terminals at the same time. Minicomputers, though somewhat smaller, also are
multiuser computers, intended to meet the needs of a small company by serving up to a
hundred terminals. Microcomputers, computers powered by a microprocessor, are
subdivided into personal computers and workstations, the latter typically incorporating
RISC processors. Although microcomputers were originally single-user computers, the
distinction between them and minicomputers has blurred as microprocessors have
become more powerful. Linking multiple microcomputers together through a local area
network or by joining multiple microprocessors together in a parallel-processing system
has enabled smaller systems to perform tasks once reserved for mainframes.
Advances in the technology of integrated circuits have spurred the development of
smaller and more powerful general-purpose digital computers. Not only has this reduced
the size of the large, multi-user mainframe computers-which in their early years were
large enough to walk through-to that of large pieces of furniture, but it has also made
possible powerful, single-user personal computers and workstations that can sit on a
desktop. These, because of their relatively low cost and versatility, have largely replaced
typewriters in the workplace and rendered the analog computer inefficient.







microcomputers (personal computer): A small, single-user computer based
on a microprocessor. In addition to the microprocessor, a personal computer has
a keyboard for entering data, a monitor for displaying information, and a
storage device for saving data.
workstation : A powerful, single-user computer. A workstation is like a
personal computer, but it has a more powerful microprocessor and a higherquality monitor.
minicomputer : A multi-user computer capable of supporting from 10 to
hundreds of users simultaneously.
mainframe : A powerful multi-user computer capable of supporting many
hundreds or thousands of users simultaneously.
supercomputer : An extremely fast computer that can perform hundreds of
millions of instructions per second.

Mainframes, Minicomputers and Microcomputers
The storage capacity of a computer‘s internal store and the instruction set (i.e. the
complete collection of instructions available for use in a particular machine) distinguish
the power and size of a computer. There are three major classes of computers; these are
mainframe computer, minicomputer and microcomputer. These classes can be further
sub-divided into home computers (simple and complex), personal computers (low-end,
high-end, super high-end), personal supercomputers, workstations, super minicomputers,
super computers and parallel computers.
A mainframe computer is a large computer in terms of price, power and speed. It will
also have a variety of peripheral devices more than are found with smaller computers,
and a large amount of backing storage. The processing speeds of modern mainframes are
Dept. of Computer Sc. & Infortec.
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much faster than the speeds of small computers, although some modern ‗super‘
computers process data more quickly than some older mainframes. The internal storage
capacity of modern mainframe is also much higher than the capacity of smaller
computers.
A minicomputer is a computer whose size, speed and capabilities lie somewhere between
those of a mainframe and a microcomputer. The term was originally used before
microcomputers came along, to describe computers that were cheaper but less well
equipped than mainframe computers (which had until then been the only type of
computer available).
A microcomputer is a computer who‘s CPU is based on a microprocessor. The British
computer society‘s definition states: ―Generally, this is a cheap and relatively slow
computer with a limited immediate access store, a simple instruction set and elementary
backing store (e.g. floppy disks)‖.
Microcomputers are small in size, and a typical microcomputers configuration of CPU,
floppy disk drives, and VDU screen and keyboard terminal will all fit on a desktop. A
desk with computerized equipment on it is sometimes referred to as workstation.
With the advent of microcomputers and mainframes now being physically smaller than in
the past, the definition of a minicomputer has become rather than vague. The CIMA‘s
computing terminology states that: ―there is no adequate definition which distinguishes
between a microcomputer and a minicomputer‖. Price, power and number of users
supported have been used to provide distinguishing features, but these differences have
tended to erode as microchip technology has progressed. Features used to classify
computers are:
-

Logic
Physical size
Cost of basic system
Processing speed
Size of primary internal memory
Versatility
Flexibility
The number and complexity of peripheral devices that can be connected.
Network capability
Purpose
Use

In terms of types of logic we have the digital computer and analogue computer. A
digital computer uses numbers (or letters) represented as digits or discrete units of data
and information; it is therefore a counting machine. An analogue computer has to
measure values by comparing them with converted physical measurements. The
speedometer of an automobile is an analogue device, which converts the voltage
generated by the hour (a value).
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Analog Computers
An analog computer represents data as physical quantities and operates on the data by
manipulating the quantities. It is designed to process data in which the variable quantities
vary continuously (see analog circuit); it translates the relationships between the variables
of a problem into analogous relationships between electrical quantities, such as current
and voltage, and solves the original problem by solving the equivalent problem, or
analog, that is set up in its electrical circuits. Because of this feature, analog computers
were especially useful in the simulation and evaluation of dynamic situations, such as the
flight of a space capsule or the changing weather patterns over a certain area. The key
component of the analog computer is the operational amplifier, and the computer's
capacity is determined by the number of amplifiers it contains (often over 100). Although
analog computers are commonly found in such forms as speedometers and watt-hour
meters, they largely have been made obsolete for general-purpose mathematical
computations and data storage by digital computers.
Digital Computers
A digital computer is designed to process data in numerical form (see digital circuit); its
circuits perform directly the mathematical operations of addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division. The numbers operated on by a digital computer are
expressed in the binary system; binary digits, or bits, are 0 and 1, so that 0, 1, 10, 11, 100,
101, etc., correspond to 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc. Binary digits are easily expressed in the
computer circuitry by the presence (1) or absence (0) of a current or voltage. A series of
eight consecutive bits is called a "byte; the eight-bit byte permits 256 different "on-off
combinations. Each byte can thus represent one of up to 256 alphanumeric characters,
and such an arrangement is called a "single-byte character set (SBCS); the de facto
standard for this representation is the extended ASCII character set. Some languages,
such as Japanese, Chinese, and Korean, require more than 256 unique symbols. The use
of two bytes, or 16 bits, for each symbol, however, permits the representation of up to
65,536 characters or ideographs. Such an arrangement is called a "double-byte character
set (DBCS); Unicode is the international standard for such a character set. One or more
bytes, depending on the computer's architecture, is sometimes called a digital word; it
may specify not only the magnitude of the number in question, but also its sign (positive
or negative), and may also contain redundant bits that allow automatic detection, and in
some cases correction, of certain errors (see code; information theory). A digital
computer can store the results of its calculations for later use, can compare results with
other data, and on the basis of such comparisons can change the series of operations it
performs. Digital computers are used for reservations systems, scientific investigation,
data processing and word-processing applications, desktop publishing, electronic games,
and many other purposes.
Hybrid Computers
A hybrid computer is designed as a combination of analog and digital computer (see
digital and analog computer); its circuits perform directly on the technology of both
analog and digital circuits as a result its more powerful than the other two logic
computers.
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In terms of purpose, computers are classified into special purpose or general purpose.
Special purpose computer is designed for only one purpose. A computer which guides
space shuttles, and which cannot be used for any other purpose is an example of special
purpose computer.
General-purpose computer, on the other hand, can be used for many purposes. For
example, the same general-purpose computer may be used to handle payroll, do balance
sheet, and produce graphics for the design of buildings, solve complex mathematical
equations, or play games. It is possible to provide a long list under this heading. Here is a
least of varied examples are given below
 Home Computer – This is a low-cost microcomputer of limited capability
designed for domestic use with programs that typically are used for such
things as computer game or controlling family finance.
 Word Processor -- This is a special purpose computer used in the
production of office documents, letters, contracts, etc.
 Personal Computer (PC) – These are microcomputers designed for
independent use by individual at work or in home mainly for business
purposes. Some PCs are portable. Many can be connected to
minicomputers and mainframe computers so that the PC user can also gain
access to the facilities offered by the larger machine.
 Desktop Computer -- These are microcomputers designed to be placed on
top the desk for independent use by individual at work or in home mainly
for business purposes. It therefore implies that Home computers and
Personal Computers are example of Desktop Computers.
 Workstation Computers -- These are another type of microcomputers
which are also examples of desktop computers. Although larger and more
powerful PCs are sometime called workstations in order to denote the
presence of advanced features not provided by all PCs. These include inbuilt capabilities for their interconnection and operation in conjunction
with other computers.
 Lap-top Computers -- These are another type of microcomputers which
are smaller in size compared to desktop computers and as a result they
can be placed on the lap of an individual to do any job. Although smaller
and sometime very powerful features not provided by all PCs. These
include in-built capabilities for their interconnection, mobile computing,
with an in-built backup battery that allows one to work without direct
power connection and also operation in conjunction with other computers.
 Notebook Computers -- These are another type of microcomputers which
are smaller in size compared to desktop computers and the laptop
computers as a result they can placed on the lap of an individual, carried
around easily to do any job. Although smaller and sometime confused for
Laptop computers, they can as well be very powerful in their operations
and usages. These include in-built capabilities for their interconnection,
mobile computing, with an in-built backup battery that allows one to work
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without direct power connection and also operation in conjunction with
other computers.
 Palmtop Computers -- These are another type of microcomputers which
are smaller in size compared to the Laptop computers and the Notebook
computer. They are hand held computers and which can be easily carried
around to do some jobs. Although smaller and sometime confused for a
calculator, they are actually computers, they can as well be very powerful
in their operations and usages. These include in-built capabilities for their
interconnection, mobile computing, with an in-built backup battery that
allows one to work without direct power connection and also operation in
conjunction with other computers.
 Embedded Computers – These are computers that are embedded within
some other devices or system but is not accessed directly. Examples of
such system can be find in watches, video recorder, petrol pumps,
cameras, lift elevators, cars and a host of other industrial and domestic
devices.
Computer System Concepts and Components: The Computer System Concept: A
computer is a system; an interrelated combination of components that performs the basic
system functions of input, processing, output, storage, and control thus providing end
users with a powerful information-processing tool. Understanding the computer as a
computer system is vital to the effective use and management of computers. A computer
is a system of hardware devices organized according to the following system functions:
Input - The input devices of a computer system include: Keyboards, Touch screens,
Light Pens, Electronic Mice, Optical Scanners and Voice Input. They convert data into
electronic machine-readable form for direct entry or though telecommunications links
into a computer system.
Processing - The central processing unit (CPU) is the main processing component of a
computer system. (In microcomputers it is the main microprocessor). One of the CPU's
major components is the arithmetic-logic unit (ALU) that performs the arithmetic and
logic functions required in computer processing.
Output - Convert electronic information produced by the computer system into humanintelligible form for presentation to end-users. Output devices include: Video Display
Units, Audio Response Units, Printers, and Storage. The storage function of a computer
system is used to store data and program instructions needed for processing.
Computer Processing Speeds: How fast is fast? A person taking one step each
nanosecond could circle the earth about 20 times in one second. Computer speeds are
categorized as: Milliseconds - Speeds measured in thousands of a second; Microsecond
- Speeds measured in millionths of a second; Nanosecond - Speeds measured in billionths
of a second; and Picosecond - Speeds measured in trillionths of a second. Measures of
processing speed include: MIPS - Speeds measured in millions of instructions per second
(MIPS). MHz - Speeds measured in millions of cycles per second (megahertz) Commonly called the clock speed of a microprocessor.
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Peripheral is the generic name for all input, output, and secondary storage devices that
are part of a computer system. Peripherals depend on direct connections or
telecommunications links to the central processing unit of a computer system. Thus all
peripherals are online devices - that is separate from, but can be electronically connected
to and controlled by a CPU. This is the opposite of offline devices which are separate
from and not under the control of the CPU.
Input Technology Trends: There has been a major trend toward the increased use of
input technologies that provide a more natural user interface for computer users. More
and more data and commands are being entered directly and easily into computer systems
through pointing devices like electronic mice and touch pads and technologies like
optical scanning, handwriting recognition, and voice recognition.
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
In this section, you will look at the physical principles governing the operation of
information systems. But first we should consider the definition of an information
system. What distinguishes an information system from other electronic systems such as
stereos and cash registers? If we removed certain components from a computer, would it
still be an information system? This first reading will address these questions and
establish an outline for the rest of the course.

Components of Information Systems
As you thought about information systems, you probably considered different parts of a
computer, such as the screen, the keyboard, and the mouse. You may have recognized
the need for storage devices and a processor. You might also have thought about other
peripheral devices such as speakers, a printer, and a modem. Methods of networking,
such as modem lines, ethernet connections, and fiber optics could have been considered
as well. Perhaps you came up with even more components. Certainly all of these devices
can be found in many information systems, but they are not all necessary. Visuallyimpaired computer users have little use for a monitor. People with hearing loss would
not benefit from speakers. Many "computer farms" used for research consist of little else
than processors networked to each other and to tape drives. Considering these examples,
we can see that many common features of information systems such as a mouse or a
monitor are not essential to the definition of information systems.
Every information system must be able to do three things: process information, store
information, and transfer information. Transferring information could be broken into two
parts: input and output. Information storage can be temporary, such as RAM, or longlasting, such as disks and tapes. But many items process, store and transfer information
yet are not considered information systems. Consider a cash register, even a mechanical
one that pre-dates computers. It can transfer information, receiving input from the clerk
(or now the scanner) and outputting information to the receipt. It can store information
temporarily in order to add prices. It can also process information by adding prices
together, subtracting discounts, and adding tax. But is it an information system? Many
other systems can be found which process store, and transfer information but would not
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really be considered information systems. Some examples are Caller ID boxes, alarm
clocks, and CD players.
What make information systems distinct from the examples above is programmability
and versatility. The cash register, Caller ID box, clock, and CD player are all singlepurpose machines. The CD player will not perform calculations, the cash register will
not take exponents or logarithms, and the Caller ID box won't print a phone list. Each of
these devices has been designed for a particular purpose, and the user cannot program the
device for any other purpose. An information system must be programmable, but
programming by itself does not make an information system. A player piano is
programmable, but one would hardly claim it qualifies as an information system.
As you can see from the above discussion, the distinction between an information system
and other types of machines is not always easy to make. A mechanical cash register is
not an information system, and primitive adding-machine-style calculators are probably
not considered information systems. But some high-end calculators are hard to
distinguish from laptop computers. Many calculators are programmable, and they
execute programs faster than the early mainframe computers did. Surely the most
sophisticated calculators could be considered information systems. Exactly where to
draw the line between these two extremes is a matter of opinion.
An information system must be able to transfer information, both receiving input and
sending output. It should be able to store information, both while performing operations
and for longer periods of time. Finally, the information system must be able to process
information in several different ways, according to a user-defined program.

Devices in Information Systems
Information systems store data in many different ways. Temporary storage that must be
quickly accessed, such as RAM, generally uses electric storage devices such as capacitors
and transistors. Magnetic disks are used in hard drives and floppy disks for frequent
access, while magnetic tape often stores larger amounts of data that is accessed less
often. Optical storage devices like CD-ROMs and DVDs were originally used to store
information permanently, although erasable and writeable CD-ROMs have made optical
storage more versatile.
Information transfer is accomplished through a variety of methods as well. In a typical
computer farm, the input comes in the form of data from tapes, and the output is analyzed
data on tape. It seems the user is unnecessary, except perhaps to replace tapes. But
someone at some point had to tell the computer how to analyze the data. The program
was originally input by a user. The user probably used a keyboard, but a mouse or a
microphone could also be used. The output could take many forms as well, ranging from
printed hard copies, to information on a monitor, to stored data. This information could
be sent over coaxial cable Ethernet wires, over a telephone wire, an ISDN wire, a cable,
or over fiber optics.
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Processing of information is done by transistors today, but transistors are not the only
possibility. The first calculating machines were mechanical, using gears and switches to
store and process numbers. Early computers used bulky vacuum tubes. The
development of transistors, however, made personal computers affordable and small
enough to sit on a desk. Many researchers are seeking the next form of processor that
will replace transistors. Some of the possibilities are DNA, optical computers, and
quantum computers.
What is Information Technology (IT)
 An Information Technology (IT) system processes, stores, and/or transfers
(communicates) information
 Information can take many different forms such as text, numbers, pictures,
sound, video, and multimedia
 To transfer information, IT systems use computers, telecommunications
networks, and other electronic devices
 Because of the importance of communications in IT, the term Information
and Communication Technology (ICT) is often preferred to IT
 Since IT involves many different and often highly specialized areas, it is often
seen as a very daunting subject
 However, the basis of ICT is simply to help us to improve the way we deal
with information in all areas of our lives
What is ICT used for?









ICT is used in business, academia, industry, government, heath care, etc.
It is also an important in part of our everyday activities
Computers enable us to process information and perform specific tasks much
more quickly than we could do ourselves
ICT systems are very Flexible and can be made to perform a variety of
different tasks
ICT networks (e.g., Internet) allow us to distribute and share information
quickly, and over a very long distance
Many developments in IT are designed to make our lives easier
 But people expectations of what they (and others) can achieve are often
leading to unrealistic demands being placed on people and the technology
around them
We live in an "Information Society―
 The effective use of information is regarded as the defying element of the
20th – 21st centuries, as important as the industrial revolution before it
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SECTION TWO
COMPUTER HARDWARE, SOFTWARE &
NETWORK COMMUNICATION PROGRAMS

INTRODUCTION
Hardware (computer), equipment involved in the function of a computer. Computer
hardware consists of the components that can be physically handled. The function of
these components is typically divided into three main categories: input, output, and
storage. Components in these categories connect to microprocessors, specifically, the
computer's central processing unit (CPU), the electronic circuitry that provides the
computational ability and control of the computer, via wires or circuitry called a bus.
Software, on the other hand, is the set of instructions a computer uses to manipulate data,
such as a word-processing program or a video game. These programs are usually stored
and transferred via the computer's hardware to and from the CPU. Software also governs
how the hardware is utilized; for example, how information is retrieved from a storage
device. The interaction between the input and output hardware is controlled by software
called the Basic Input Output System software (BIOS).
Although microprocessors are still technically considered to be hardware, portions of
their function are also associated with computer software. Since microprocessors have
both hardware and software aspects they are therefore often referred to as firmware.
Although processing power and storage capacities have increased beyond all recognition
since the 1970s the underlying technology of LSI (large scale integration) or VLSI (very
large scale integration) microchips has remained basically the same, so it is widely
regarded that most of today's computers still belong to the fourth generation
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All general-purpose computers require the following hardware components:
 memory : Enables a computer to store, at least temporarily, data and programs.
 mass storage device : Allows a computer to permanently retain large amounts of data.
Common mass storage devices include disk drives and tape drives.
 input device : Usually a keyboard and mouse, the input device is the conduit through
which data and instructions enter a computer.
 output device : A display screen, printer, or other device that lets you see what the
computer has accomplished.
 central processing unit (CPU): The heart of the computer, this is the component that
actually executes instructions.
Storage and Retrieval of Data
Associated with the central processing unit is the storage unit, or memory, where results
or other data are stored for periods of time ranging from a small fraction of a second to
days or weeks before being retrieved for further processing. Once made up of vacuum
tubes and later of small doughnut-shaped ferromagnetic cores strung on a wire matrix,
main storage now consists of integrated circuits, each of which contains thousands of
semiconductor devices. Where each vacuum tube or core represented one bit and the
total memory of the computer was measured in thousands of bytes (or kilobytes, KB),
each semiconductor device now represents millions of bytes (or megabytes, MB) and the
total memory of mainframe computers is measured in billions of bytes (or gigabytes,
GB). Random-access memory (RAM), which both can be read from and written to, is lost
each time the computer is turned off. Read-only memory (ROM), which cannot be
written to, maintains its content at all times and is used to store the computer's control
information.
Programs and data that are not currently being used in main storage can be saved on
auxiliary storage, or external storage. Although punched paper tape and punched cards
once served this purpose, the major materials used today are magnetic tape and magnetic
disks, which can be read from and written to, and two types of optical disks, the compact
disc (CD) and its successor the digital versatile disc (DVD). DVD is an improved optical
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storage technology capable of storing vastly greater amounts of data than the CD
technology. CD-Read-Only Memory (CD-ROM) and DVD-Read-Only Memory (DVDROM) disks can only be read-the disks are impressed with data at the factory but once
written cannot be erased and rewritten with new data. The latter part of the 1990s saw the
introduction of new optical storage technologies: CD-Recordable (CD-R) and DVDRecordable (DVD-R), optical disks that can be written to by the computer to create a CDROM or DVD-ROM, but can be written to only once; and CD-ReWritable (CD-RW),
DVD-ReWritable (DVD-RW and DVD+RW), and DVD-Random Access Memory
(DVD-RAM), disks that can be written to multiple times.
When compared to semiconductor memory, magnetic and optical storage is less
expensive, is not volatile (i.e., data is not lost when the power to the computer is shut
off), and provides a convenient way to transfer data from one computer to another. Thus
operating instructions or data output from one computer can be stored away from the
computer and then retrieved either by the same computer or another. In a system using
magnetic tape the information is stored by a specially designed tape recorder somewhat
similar to one used for recording sound. In magnetic and optical disk systems the
principle is the same except that the magnetic or optical medium lies in a path, or track,
on the surface of a disk. The disk drive also contains a motor to spin the disk and a
magnetic or optical head or heads to read and write the data to the disk. Drives take
several forms, the most significant difference being whether the disk can be removed
from the drive assembly.
Removable magnetic disks are most commonly made of mylar enclosed in a paper or
plastic holder. These floppy disks have varying capacities, with very high density disks
holding 250 MB-more than enough to contain a dozen books the size of Tolstoy's Anna
Karenina. Compact discs can hold many hundreds of megabytes, and are used, for
example, to store the information contained in an entire multivolume encyclopaedia or set
of reference works, and DVD disks can hold ten times as much as that. Nonremovable
disks are made of metal and arranged in spaced layers. They can hold more data and can
read and write data much faster than floppies.
Data are entered into the computer and the processed data made available via
input/output devices. All auxiliary storage devices are used as input/output devices. For
many years, the most popular input/output medium was the punched card. Although this
is still used, the most popular input device is now the computer terminal and the most
popular output device is the high-speed printer. Human beings can directly communicate
with the computer through computer terminals, entering instructions and data by means
of keyboards much like the ones on typewriters, by using a pointing device such as a
mouse, trackball, or touchpad, or by speaking into a microphone that is connected to
computer running voice-recognition software. Responses may be displayed on a cathoderay tube, liquid-crystal display, or printer. The CPU, main storage, auxiliary storage, and
input/output devices collectively make up a system.
In addition to these components, many others make it possible for the basic components
to work together efficiently. For example, every computer requires a bus that transmits
data from one part of the computer to another.
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INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES
An input device is any device that is used to supply information to a computer. A few
examples at input devices are given below.
Keyboards: The keyboard is the most widely used means of entering information into
a computer (typing text or issuing command). Pressing a key on the keyboard generates a
code that represents the character associated with the key.
The two main codes associated with computers are ASCII and EBCDIC. ASCII is a
seven bit code, so characters generated by the keyboard are made available as a seven bit
code (a total of 128 different combinations). ASCII stands for American Standard Code
for Information Interchange. EBCDIC stands for Extended Binary Coded Decimal
Interchange Code, and is used primarily by IBM.
Keyboards usually have the following:
 Keys for the letters of the alphabet
 Keys for punctuation symbols
 Numbered keys or a numeric keypad (or both)
Basic Keyboard Types
The basic keyboard used in computers today is the QWERTY keyboard. It gets it name
from the key arrangement (note the diagram below). It is very similar to the type-writer
keyboard layout used on most type-writers.

Fig. PC Keyboard

Fig. Dvorak Keyboard

Ergonomically, the QWERTY keyboard has been found to be slow and possibly
contribute to repetitive strain injuries (RSI). There have been some attempts to revise the
keyboard layout. An alternative is the DVORAK keyboard.
Another attempt is the Microsoft Ergonomic Keyboard.
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Microsoft Ergonomic Keyboard

The mouse
The mouse, invented in 1963 at the Stanford Research Institute by Douglas Engelbart,
has done much to enhance the use of the personal computer. Engelbart's prototype, made
of wood, with metal disks for rollers that detected the motion of the mouse, was further
developed by Xerox at it's Palo Alto Research Center in the early 1970's under the
direction of Jack S Hawley.

Fig. MS Mouse
In 1982, Mouse Systems introduced the first mouse for the IBM-PC, with Microsoft
introducing it's own mouse in mid-1983. When the Macintosh was released in 1984, it's
friendly graphical interface relied heavily on the use of the mouse as an input device.
Most mice have two or more buttons, which users depress to select items from a menu or
click on graphical objects on the computer screen, thus sending commands to the
computer. The mouse is held in the hand and moved across a flat surface. As the mouse is
moved, its movement is detected and translated into both X and Y movements, which
updates the indicated position of the mouse pointer on the computer screen accordingly.
The position of the mouse is shown on the screen as the mouse cursor and is denoted by a
number of symbols.
Standard mouse pointer,

Indicates computer is busy

Fig. Mouse Internals: Roller Wheels
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Most mice also have two or three push buttons. These buttons are pushed to make
selections or move items on the computer screen.

Fig. Mouse Internals: Push buttons
Selecting items with the Mouse
Single Click: A single mouse click refers to moving the mouse pointer over the desired
item and quickly pressing the left mouse button once.
Double Click: A double mouse click refers to moving the mouse pointer over the desired
item and quickly pressing the left mouse button twice in rapid succession.
Drag: A drag or move operation is performed by moving the mouse pointer over the
desired item and holding the left mouse button down. The mouse is then used to move to
drag the object or window to the new position, then the left mouse button is released.
Trackballs
This is essentially an inverted mouse with the ball being moved by the users hand or
palm. Unlike a mouse, it stays stationary on the desktop. It was a common device used in
earlier stand alone arcade games, now is making a comeback with children‘s games for
the PC.

Fig. MS EasyBall © Microsoft
Game Pads
Game pads are hand held devices which are used to send position information and button
presses to the computer. The position information is derived from a joystick device, and
usually controls some component in a game, like a plane or car. Buttons allow selection
and in games are used to fire weapons, open doors and perform other tasks.
The following diagram shows a simple inexpensive game pad.
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Fig. Game pad
The quality of game pads differs markedly. Some are very clumsy and movement via the
joystick is not precise. Others, the more expensive digital joysticks, offer better control
and higher precisions.
Microsoft market a number of Joysticks or Game pads, which are especially suited to
playing their specific game products.

Fig: MS Sidewinder Gamepad © Microsoft
Digitizers
Digitizers are devices which send information to the computer. A very simple digitizer is
a mouse, which sends its relative movements to the computer and thus controls the cursor
position. Tablets and pads are similar to mice. With tablets and pads, the intelligence is in
the pad or tablet, not the pointing device. They are used in conjunction with a pen or
stylus, which is held in the hand and moved across the surface of the tablet or pad.
The major area of use for these are Computer Aided Draughting (CAD) in the design of
plans for buildings, maps and other devices. A plan can be quickly inputted to the
computer as a series of dots. The plan is laid on the tablet, then the pen is positioned and
clicked at key corners. The tablet converts each to a relative x,y co-ordinate. When all
corners and key points are entered, a graphics program can draw lines between the
entered points and display the plan graphically.
Pressure Sensitive Pads
These are about the same size as a mouse pad. Most use a cordless pen which may also
have several buttons. As the pen is moved across the surface of the pad, its position is
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detected by pressure, and sent as x,y co-ordinates to the computer. It is suitable for free
hand drawing, painting and general graphic work.

Fig. SummaPad © Summagraphics
The above image shows a pressure pad, which replaces a mouse pad.

Fig. Wacom Graphics Tablet © Wacom
The above image shows a Graphics Tablet which includes a stylus pen.

Fig . SummaSketchIII Graphics Tablet © Summagraphics
The above image shows another Graphics Tablet suitable for CAD work.
Optical Readers (character, page, bar code, MICR etc)



convert printed or hand written information to computer data
information is read in one three ways
o OMR: Marks which are placed in predefined areas of the document
o OCR: Printed or typewritten characters
o OCR: Handprinted characters
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pre-printed paper is normally used for hand-printed marks or characters
an example of OMR is LOTTO
readers are designed to read marks or characters positioned in a matrix pattern
colored printing is used in pre-printing, which is insensitive to the reader

MARK READERS



detect the presence or absence of a mark in a specific position
generally, marks can be made using pencil, ballpoint pen etc (some colors might
not be recognized, like red)

Optical Character Recognition [OCR]
OCR is the scanning of text documents into graphic images, then using software to
decode the graphic picture elements back into text.
1. When the scanner scans the document, it is read as a series of black and white
pixel (dots) elements. This process often tends to degrade the edges of the text
characters, and is more pronounced when the characters on the original are too
small. Edge degradations makes it harder for the OCR software to convert the
pixel elements back into text later on.
2. The OCR software reads the bitmap of pixels created in step 1 and averages out
the white spaces on the page, effectively identifying paragraphs and eliminating
graphics. The white spaces between each line of text is used as a baseline
reference for recognizing the characters on that line.
3. First, the OCR software tries to match each character on a line in the bitmap
against character templates that it knows about.
4. The remaining unidentified characters have a technique known as feature
extraction applied to them. The OCR software calculates the characters height,
lines, curves and other features. It can then make close guesses as to the
characters value.
5. For the remaining characters the OCR software cannot recognize, the software
can either apply contextual analysis, which basically means looking at the syntax
and construction of the words and making a guess (for example, changing thi5 to
this), or give up and substitute the unknown character with a distinctive symbol
such as ~ or @.
6. The finished information is normally able to be saved in a number of different
formats, text or Rich Text Format (RTF). OCR software which support RTF can
also recognize bold, italics, retain tabs and whitespace, as well as recognize a
limited number of different fonts.
Bar Codes





represents numeric data as a series of bars
bars have varying thickness and separations
numeric data is often written underneath the bar-code
easily read by light-pen or scanner device
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The light pen has a sensitive tip which contains a light source and light detector.
When the pen is stroked along the bar-code symbol, the light from the pen bounces
off the dark bars to produce a corresponding set of binary pulses. This sequence is
decoded to give the numeric data that the bar-code represents.

Fig. Bar-Code symbol


Examples of Bar-Code Applications
o consumer goods (super-markets)
o stock inventory
o library systems for cataloging books
o drug dispensing at your local pharmacy



Performance
o error rates are very low
o bar codes are easily and quickly re-scanned
o blemishes in the bar-code causes errors
o anything that reflects light causes problems, e.g., ice.

Magnetic Readers








characters are printed using ink containing iron oxide
the document is passed through a reader which magnetizes the iron oxide in the
characters, then the document is passed under a small pick-up coil
as the magnetized characters pass under the small pick-up coil, they produce a
unique signal, different for each character
a special printer is used to print the characters
its very secure, and used in banking
it is unaffected by ordinary blemishes or stains
there are two types of MCR fonts in use today
o E13B
o CMC7
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Magnetic Card Swipe Readers
Magnetic card swipe readers read the information contained on a magnetic strip on a
plastic card. Examples of cards with magnetic stripes are VISA, MASTERCARD and
EFT-POS.




the data is stored on the magnetic stripe
the number of characters stored is typically about 1K
the card often includes a name and signature, or other details (like a photo) for
added security

The picture below shows a standard magnetic stripe card.

Fig: Magnetic Stripe Card
The picture below shows a standard magnetic stripe card reader.

Fig: Magnetic Stripe Card Reader
Typical Applications for Magnetic Swipe Cards






Electronic Funds Transfer, Point of Sale (EFT-POS)
Drivers License
Telecom Phone Cards
Library Cards
Credit Cards, VISA, MASTER-CARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS

Smart Cards
Smart cards are intelligent cards which replace the magnetic stripe with a computer and
memory.





include built-in electronics and memory storage (often 16KB or more)
logs details and transaction information
numerous applications, including shopping, banking, SKY-TV, medical
potential security risks
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A scheme has evolved around the world that involved medical center which placed
customer information on smart cards. This included medical and dentist information from
the center. Even if cards are protected by the use of PIN (Personal Identification
Numbers) information, which is normally limited to 4 digits, the potential for disaster is
comparatively high if someone has the time and resources to fraudulently obtain a card
and access the information on it for criminal reasons.

Fig. Smart Card
Optical Cards
Optical Smart Cards are the same size and shape as standard plastic credit cards, but hold
up to six-megabytes of updateable digital information in a secure, inexpensive, and
compact personal package. Data that can be stored on Optical Smart Cards include







cardholder name, address, and other personal information
digitized cardholder photographs
signatures
medical images or x-rays
updateable account balances and transaction audit trails
security information

Advantages of optical smart cards over chip and magnetic-stripe cards include:








Large storage capacity of six-megabytes
Off-Line card verification with NO dependence on telephone or other links to a
central database
Faster card updates (30 times faster than chip-cards)
Permanent and VERY secure fraud-proof operation using the latest crypto
technology
No possible data loss from exposure of cards to static electricity, water, magnetic
or electrical fields, or to x-rays (for example -- during airport security checks)
Less expensive long-term system operating costs
Global card standards with multiple sources

The Canadian Government has adopted the Canon Optical Card as a positive
identification card-"CANPASS" for international travelers. The CANPASS Card contains
traveler's photo and fingerprint templates and reduces the time required to clear Customs
by about 80%.
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Voice Recognition and Response Systems
Voice Recognition Systems
In VR systems, spoken speech is converted to text or recognized by the computer as
commands. For instance, with a suitably equipped computer which has a sound card and
microphone, the user could directly dictate and have the computer convert the spoken
words into text automatically, saving time typing. This would speed up the input of
information into the computer. Some basic systems limit the number of recognized
words, and instead assist the user by providing voice control, using commands such as
Close Window and Start Notepad as a means of controlling applications.
VR systems in computers may also offer text to speech translation, which is taking typed
text stored in text files and speaking them via the sound speaker.
MS Voice
Microsoft Voice is an application which offers speech recognition and text to speech
capabilities. It runs under Windows95 or Windows NT version4 or greater. A sound card
and microphone are required.
Voice Response Systems
In voice response systems, recorded messages are sent to the user. Typical applications
require the user to use telephone keypads to respond to messages.







responds to user with pre-recorded messages
messages guide users in data entry, examples being
o Inland Revenue call answering
o Voice mail systems
o TV Shopping
o Telephone systems like directory services
user data is often provided using push-button tone phones
voice response systems often assembled from a subset of words
high quality speech consumes lots of storage space

Scanners
Scanners are devices which scan documents containing text or graphics and convert them
into a bitmap (picture image). The image may be in black and white, gray scale, or color
depending upon the features of the scanner.
The resolution of a scanner refers to how many pixels (dots) per inch it can detect and
reproduce in the final bitmap image.
Scanners are also used with OCR (Optical Character Recognition) to scan text documents
as graphic images, then convert them back to text again, saving the user having to retype
the entire document.
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Because scanners deliver a large amount of data when a document is scanned, scanners
normally connect to a computer using a dedicated controller board. This borad must be
correctly installed and configured before the scanner can be used. Once the board is
installed, the next step is to load the software which will allow documents to be scanned
and saved.
Hand Held Scanners
Hand held scanners are generally cheap and aimed at the low end home user market.
They come in various resolutions up to about 800dpi (dots per inch) and either gray scale
or color. In general, they can only scan documents of a certain width and length. To scan
large documents require several scan passes to be made and then combined.

Fig:Mustek Handheld Scanner © Mustek
A hand held scanner is held within the hand and is moved slowly down the document
scanning it as it moves.

Fig:Scanning a document © Mustek
The scanner should be moved at a constant speed without starting or stopping or jerky
movements in order to obtain best results. Most hand held scanners have an overspeed
indicator, which flashes when the scanner is moved too quickly.
In addition, other selections on the scanner allow control over the number of colors to be
detected (like 2, 8, 256 etc) and the resolution settings (like 100, 200, 400, 800dpi). These
are provided in order to provide the best possible results.
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Fig. Scanner Settings © Mustek
There is a relationship between the size of the scanned image (in MB) and the color and
resolution settings of the scanner. For instance, an A4 page scanned at 300dpi at 256
grayscale takes about 8MB, but using monochrome (2 colors) the same page occupies
only 1MB.
FlatBed Scanners
Flatbed scanners allow documents to be placed on a flat scanning surface. It works sort of
like a photocopier does, by shining a light along the entire length of the document.
Flatbed scanners come in different sizes, like A4 or A3 paper sizes, with varying
resolutions.

Fig. HPiicx Flatbed Scanner
Flatbed scanners tend to be larger than hand held or sheet feed scanners, but produce
good quality images as a result of their better construction.
A flatbed scanner works as follows





a light source illuminates the paper, and light is reflected off the paper down onto
the scanning mechanism
blank or white spaces reflect more light than darker areas
a motor moves the scanning head underneath the page along its length
as the scan head moves down the page, it captures the reflected light bounced off
the page
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the light captured from the page is reflected through a series of mirrors
a lens assembly focuses the light beam from the mirrors onto a light sensitive
array that converts the light into electrical signals
the electrical signals are converted into corresponding dots. In a color scanner,
the light is passed through red, green and blue filters in order to extract color
information.
the converted dots is sent to the computer for storage

Some scanners use three passes, one for each colour. They are obviously slower at
scanning pages than a single pass scanner.
Digital Cameras
These are cameras which convert the captured photograph directly into a digital image
and store it locally inside the camera for later download to a computer.
They are a bit like a hand held video camera, except they can only take a limited number
of frames. Some cameras support multiple frames. The number of pictures that can be
stored depends upon the memory available within the camera and the size of each image.
Digital cameras are easy to use and operate, even by novice users. At present, they tend
to be expensive and have limited software support for email and faxing. Software
included with the Digital Camera includes download capability between the camera and
PC, and image editing software for editing the images on the PC.
Monitor Screens
Monitor screens are devices used to display information from the computer. In fact,
Television sets include monitor screens, though in general, the monitor screens used in
computer systems are of a much higher quality.
Monitors come in various sizes, commonly starting at 14", then 15", as well as 17" and
19". This is the size of the viewable screen measured across the diagonal from corner to
corner. The larger the size the more expensive the monitor. Larger sizes are required for
higher resolutions.
Resolution refers to the number of dots displayed in the X (across) and Y (down) coordinates. Typical screens are capable of displaying 640x480 dots. Larger screens are
required for higher resolutions, for example, 1024x768 resolutions displayed on a 14"
screen look very small, but the same resolution on a 17" screen is much easier to read.
Another term used with monitors is refresh rate. This refers to the number of times per
second that the image is redrawn on the monitor screen. A refresh rate of 60Hz means the
images is redrawn 60 times a second. Typical refresh rates are 60Hz, 72Hz and 75Hz.
Higher refresh rates are required for larger resolutions, else the viewer tend to notice the
image on the screen flicker. The images on the screen have to be refreshed at a reasonable
rate (greater than 50Hz), otherwise the human eye perceives the image as flickering.
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Here is a list of some common features of monitor screens



majority is based on Cathode Ray Tube technology (CRT), using the same
principle as used in television sets
the CRT consists of a vacuum tube enclosed in glass. At the end of the tube is an
electron gun (which generates an electron beam), focusing and deflection
assembly. At the other end of the tube is the screen surface which is coated in
phosphorous which emits a dot of light when struck by the electronic beam.

Fig: CRT Assembly





the electron gun emits a high stream of electrons.
the electron beam is deflected by signals applied to the deflection assembly.
when the electron beam strikes the phosphorous coating on the inner surface of
the screen, light is emitted.
the electron beam is swept across the screen from left to right in horizontal lines,
from top to bottom, in a pattern called a raster.

Fig. Raster Image





the screen image is repeated at the refresh rate, as the image dissipates quickly.
color systems use three electron beams, one each for red, blue and green.
in color systems, three different phosphors are used which match each of the three
beams. This collection of three phosphors is called a triad.
a shadow mask is used to prevent the beams from striking the wrong phosphors
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Fig. Shadow Mask and Triad
Interlaced Displays







the screen picture is made up of two full passes of the electron beam from top to
bottom
the first pass builds up one screen doing only odd line numbers
the second pass completes the screen doing all the even line numbers
the technique relies upon the persistence of the image on the screen so that the
human eye blends both passes together. Persistence is a measure of how long the
image remains on the screen before it fades away. This is because phosphor only
emits light when struck by electrons, when it stops being struck, it stops emitting
light.
this technique is commonly used for Television

Non-Interlaced Displays
In non-interlaced displays, the screen picture is made from one single pass of the electron
beam from top to bottom.
Dot Pitch
This is the distance in millimeters between the phosphor triads. Typically it is .28mm,
and the smaller the better, resulting in a much crisper sharper display. Obviously, the
smaller dot pitch monitors like .26mm are very expensive.
Screen Resolutions





is the amount of detail that the display can show
it is expressed in a number of horizontal and vertical picture elements called
pixels (dots)
the higher the resolution, the more information that can be displayed on the
screen, but also require larger screen sizes else the image looks too small
the following table shows some common resolutions
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Standard Resolution, x, y, colors
CGA

640x200x2

EGA

640x350x16

VGA

640x480x256

SVGA

800x600x256

XGA

1024x768x65536

Printers
There are two main classifications of printers.


Impact
In impact printers, the print head mechanism strikes an inked ribbon located
between the print head and the paper. The general features of impact printers are
o uses force by applying hammer pins to strike the paper
o slow speed in characters per second
o prints on most paper types
o transparencies not supported
o multiple copies may be printed at once

The two main types of impact printers are Dot-Matrix and Daisy-Wheel.


Non-Impact
With non-impact printers, the print head does not make contact with the paper,
and no inked ribbon is necessary. The general features of non-impact printers are
o print head does not make contact with the paper
o higher speed in characters per second is possible
o prints on most paper types but better quality obtained with better paper
o transparencies usually supported

The three main types of non-impact printers are LaserJet, ink-jet and thermal.
Dot-Matrix Printers
Dot matrix printers are suitable for draft copies and home use, where quality of the
finished type is not critical. Dot matrix printers have tended to become cheap, but now
are being quickly overtaken by cheap laserjet and inkjet printers, which offer higher
printing speeds and superior quality, as well as good color.



impact printing using an inked ribbon
characters are formed from a matrix of dots



the character is built up one column of the matrix at a time
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the print head consists of a number of wires formed vertically, creating one
column of the dot matrix for every strike

Fig: Dot Matrix Print Head




the number of pins in the print head varies
the more print head pins the better the printed quality
the print head wires are made of tungsten and are connected to an electronic
solenoid

Fig: Dot Matrix Print Head Solenoid



a large number of different characters or graphics can be created using a dot
matrix pattern
speeds up to 250 characters per second (cps) are possible

High speeds cause smudging of the characters, as the print head must stop, fire the pins,
wait for the pins to retract, then move the print head to the next column before firing
again. The less time there is involved between firing the pins means it reaches a stage
where the pins have not fully retracted from the previous firing, which causes smudging
as the print head is moved to the next column position. The character printing speed
restriction is thus based on the physical mechanism being used to print the characters.

Fig: Panasonic KXP-1150 Dot Matrix Printer © Panasonic
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Daisy-Wheel Printers
Daisy wheel printers use a spoked wheel with characters placed at the end of each spoke.
A print hammer is used to strike the desired character onto the ink ribbon and then the
paper.
The spoked wheel of characters is rotated around until the desired character is under the
print hammer, then the print hammer is fired which strikes the character, pushing it
against the ink ribbon, and onto the paper, creating the character.
Different fonts are available by changing the print wheels. Daisy wheel printers were
commonly found in typewriters. Below is an image of the Brother electronic typewriter
which uses a Dasiy Wheel print mechanism.

Fig: Brother WP-1700MDS Daisy Wheel printer © Brother
Laser-Jet Printers
LaserJet printers are very common today. Most LaserJet printers have been based on the
Canon Print Engine, which originally ran at 4ppm (pages per minute), with a resolution
of 300dpi (dots per inch).
Refinements to the print engine has increased the speed of printing and resolution of the
print quality.
How the LaserJet works







the print information is sent from the computer to the printer
the printer converts the print information into a series of off and on commands to
the laser, creating corresponding pulses of light
a spinning mirror deflects the laser beam creating a horizontal line across the
surface of a light sensitive drum
after creating one horizontal line, the drum rotates (normally about 1/300 of an
inch) and the next horizontal line is drawn by the laser
paper is drawn into the printer and electrically charged. In the canon based
engine this is a positive charge.
the drums surface was electrically charged negatively. Each point where the laser
strikes the surface of the drum, it creates a dot of positive charge. Each positive
charge on the surface of the drum represents a black dot which will be printed
onto the paper
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the drum rotates past a container bin which contains a black powder called toner.
The toner is negatively charged, and thus is attracted to the positive areas on the
drums surface which was struck by the laser beam
the drum is rotated a bit more and the paper is fed onto the drums surface via a
pressure roller, which transfers the black toner onto the paper
the drum rotates a little further round, the paper is fed past a heating element
which fuses the toner onto the paper and then the paper is fed out of the printer
the drum surface is then returned to a single charge using a corona wire, which
removes all positive charges and returns the entire surface of the drum passing
underneath it to a negative charge

The diagram below shows a simplified canon laser print engine.

Fig. Canon LaserJet Print Engine
The diagram below shows a laser scanner assembly from a canon based engine.

Fig. LaserJet scanner assembly
The following diagram below shows a Hewlett Packard Series 5 LaserJet printer.

Fig. HP LaserJet 5 Printer
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Ink-Jet Printers
Ink-Jet printers have become the defacto standard for home computers and low cost
printing. They offer good quality at an affordable price.








conductive ink is forced through a small nozzle producing a small droplet of ink,
which is propelled towards the screen surface
the size and spacing of the ink drops is kept constant by vibrating the nozzle at a
high frequency (100KHz)
each drop of ink, after leaving the nozzle, is charged as it passes an electrode
the drops are deflected using another electrode
characters are formed from a dot-matrix, typically there are 10^3 drops per
character
print quality is high, speed is slow, typically about 100cps
good results may require special non-absorbing paper, overhead transparencies
require special material

Fig. HP DeskJet 680c Printer
Thermal Printers
Thermal printers are generally used in low cost printers and fax machines.









the print head contains high temperature heat elements arranged in a matrix
when the print head is pressed against the paper, the heat elements burn small
holes in the paper, forming the character
the paper is white and develops color (black or blue) when heated above 110
degrees C
printing is generally slow
the fumes generated are unpleasant
a messy residue is left over by the heating process and can clog up the printer
mechanism
print quality is poor and fades with time
special paper is required

Some types use a silvery grey paper, which is an aluminium surface coating. When the
print head burns away this layer, it exposes a dyed layer underneath.
One application for thermal printers is the production of bar codes. The diagram below
illustrates a bar code thermal printer.
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Fig. Cognitive Solutions PD1520 Thermal Printer © Cognitive
Solutions

Fig. Cognitive Solutions Thermal Printer Label © Cognitive
Solutions
Plotters
These devices are similar to printers, but are generally vector based in the way that they
draw lines and information on the paper. Vector based means from point to point, in
comparison to the way that the majority of CRT displays are drawn, which is pixel based.
Vector based tends to give must crisper lines and graphics.
There are two different sorts of plotter, one where the paper moves, the other where the
paper is stationary. The majority of plotters use a serial connection to the computer.
The diagram on the left shows the Hewlett Packard
HP7475A plotter, a 6 color pen plotter capable of printing
up to paper sizes of A3.
The pen moves across the paper, and the paper is moved
backwards and forwards.
Most printers use a special language, the most popular being HP-GL, invented by
Hewlett Packard. Early printers such as the HP7475A used pens, mounted in a carousel.
The required pen was selected, and then across the paper to the desired spot. When
positioned correctly, the pen was moved down to make contact with the paper surface.
At this point, either the pen or paper was moved to draw the information. At the end of
the sequence, the pen was moved up to stop drawing, then positioned at the next coordinates.

SOFTWARE
A software system is a system based on software forming part of a computing platform:
a combination of hardware and software. Major types of software system include
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application software, programming software and system software, although the
distinction can sometimes be difficult.
Application software is the general designation of computer programs for performing
user tasks. Application software may be general purpose (word processing, web
browsers, ...) or have a specific purpose (accounting, truck scheduling, ...). Application
software contrasts with system software, a generic term referring to the computer
programs used to start and run computer systems and networks; and programming tools,
such as compilers and linkers, used to translate and combine computer program source
code and libraries into executable programs (programs that will belong to one of the three
said categories).
In computer science, an application is a computer program designed to help people
perform a certain type of work. An application thus differs from an operating system
(which runs a computer), a utility (which performs maintenance or general-purpose
chores), and a programming language (with which computer programs are created).
Depending on the work for which it was designed, an application can manipulate text,
numbers, graphics, or a combination of these elements. Some application packages offer
considerable computing power by focusing on a single task, such as word processing;
others, called integrated software, offer somewhat less power but include several
applications, such as a word processor, a spreadsheet, and a database program.
Multiple applications bundled together as a package are sometimes referred to as an
application suite. Microsoft Office and OpenOffice.org, which bundle together a word
processor, a spreadsheet, and several other discrete applications, are typical examples.
The separate applications in a suite usually have a user interface that has some
commonality making it easier for the user to learn and use each application. And often
they may have some capability to interact with each other in ways beneficial to the user.
For example, a spreadsheet might be able to be embedded in a word processor document
even though it had been created in the separate spreadsheet application.
User-written software tailors systems to meet the user's specific needs. User-written
software include spreadsheet templates, word processor macros, scientific simulations,
graphics and animation scripts. Even email filters are a kind of user software. Users
create this software themselves and often overlook how important it is.
Application software classification
There are many subtypes of application software:
 Enterprise software addresses the needs of organization processes and data flow,
often in a large distributed environment. (Examples include Financial, Customer
Relationship Management, and Supply Chain Management). Note that
Departmental Software is a sub-type of Enterprise Software with a focus on
smaller organizations or groups within a large organization. (Examples include
Travel Expense Management, and IT Helpdesk)
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 Enterprise infrastructure software provides common capabilities needed to
support Enterprise Software systems. (Examples include Databases, Email
servers, and Network and Security Management)
 Information worker software addresses the needs of individuals to create and
manage information, often for individual projects within a department, in contrast
to enterprise management. Examples include time management, resource
management, documentation tools, analytical, and collaborative. Word
processors, spreadsheets, email and blog clients, personal information system, and
individual media editors may aid in multiple information worker tasks.
 Content access software is software used primarily to access content without
editing, but may include software that allows for content editing. Such software
addresses the needs of individuals and groups to consume digital entertainment
and published digital content. (Examples include Media Players, Web Browsers,
Help browsers, and Games)
 Educational software is related to Media and Entertainment Software, but has
distinct requirements for delivering evaluations (tests) and tracking progress
through material. It is also related to collaboration software in that many
Educational Software systems include collaborative capabilities.
 Simulation software are computer software for simulation of physical or abstract
systems for either research, training or entertainment purposes.
 Media development software addresses the needs of individuals who generate
print and electronic media for others to consume, most often in a commercial or
educational setting. This includes Graphic Art software, Desktop Publishing
software, Multimedia Development software, HTML editors, Digital Animation
editors, Digital Audio and Video composition, and many others.
 Product engineering software is used in developing hardware and software
products. This includes computer aided design (CAD), computer aided
engineering (CAE), computer language editing and compiling tools, Integrated
Development Environments, and Application Programmer Interfaces.
A software package is a bundle of one or more files that are either necessary for the
execution of a computer program or add to features to a program already installed on one
or more computers. Software packages can either be in a standardised package format to
be installed by a package management system integrated with the operating system, or by
a self-sufficient installer. This latter approach is commonly used by distributors of
commercial, proprietary software, particularly for installation on Microsoft Windows,
and less often for Mac OS X, whereas more traditional, and particularly free Unix-like
operating systems favor the use of standardized formats that are extensions of file archive
formats.
A software package can also be describe as a files that contain software, and written in a
particular format that enables the software to be easily installed and removed.
Application Software for End Users:
Application software consists of a variety of programs that can be subdivided into
general-purpose and application-specific categories. These programs are called
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application packages because they direct the processing required for a particular use, or
application, that end users want accomplished.
General purpose application programs are programs that perform common information
processing jobs for end users. Examples include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Word processing programs
Spreadsheets programs
Database management programs
Graphics programs.

Note: These programs increase the productivity (productivity packages) of end users.
Other examples include:
1. Web browsers
2. Electronic mail
3. Groupware
Note: These programs support communication collaboration among work groups and
teams.
Software Suites and Integrated Packages
Software suites are a combination of the mode widely used productivity packages that
come bundled together. They include suites such as Microsoft Office, Lotus SmartSuite,
and Corel WordPerfect Office.
Advantages of software suites:
1. These software tools can be used to increase your productivity, collaborate with
your colleagues, and access intranets, extranets, and the Internet.
2. Suites integrate software packages for web browsing, word processing,
spreadsheets, presentation graphics, database management, personal information
management, and more.
3. Suites cost a lot less than the total cost of buying their individual packages
separately.
4. All programs use a similar graphical user interface which gives them the same
look and feel, and make them easier to learn and use.
5. Suites also share common tools, such as spell checkers and help wizards to
increase their efficiency.
6. Programs are designed to work together seamlessly and import each other‘s files
or transfer of data between applications.
Disadvantages of software suites:
1. Critics argue that many software suite features are never used by most end users.
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2. Suites take up a lot of disk space and may require significant amounts of memory.
3. Suites may compromise on the speed, power, and flexibility of some of their
functions to achieve integration
Integrated packages - the disadvantages of using software suites is one of the reasons
for the continued use of integrated packages like Microsoft Works, Lotus Works, and
Claris Works. Integrated packages combine some of the functions of several programs
into one software package.
Disadvantage of integrated packages:
1. They cannot do as much as individual packages and software suites do.
Advantages of integrated packages:
1. They require a lot less disk space
2. Cost less than a hundred dollars
Web Browsers and More
The most important software component of many computer users today is the web
browser. A browser like Netscape Navigator or Microsoft Explorer is the key software
interface you use to point and click your way through the hyperlinked resources of the
World Wide Web and the rest of the Internet, as well as corporate intranets and extranets.
Web Browsers are used to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Surf the web
Launch information searches
E-mail
Multimedia file transfer
Discussion groups and workgroup collaboration
Many other Internet, intranet, and extranet applications.

Electronic Mail:
E-Mail has changed the way people work and communicate. E-mail is used to send and
receive electronic messages via the Internet or organizational intranets or extranets.
Features of E-mail include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Route messages to one or many individuals
Route messages to multiple end users based on predefined mailing lists
Provide password security
Automatic message forwarding
Remote user access
Allow users to store messages in folders with provisions for adding attachments to
message files.
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7. Edit and send graphics and multimedia as well as text
8. Provide bulletin board and computer conferencing capabilities
9. Filter and sort incoming messages and route them to appropriate user mailboxes
and folders
Word Processing and Desktop Publishing
Word processing packages computerize the creation, editing, revision, and printing of
documents by electronically processing text data. Some of the features of these packages
include:
1. Desktop publishing capabilities
2. Convert documents to HTML format for publication as web pages on corporate
intranets or the World Wide Web.
3. Advanced features such as spell checker, thesaurus, grammar and punctuation
capabilities. As well as suggest possible improvements in your writing style with
grammar and style checker functions.
4. Idea processor or outliner function which helps you organize and outline your
thoughts before preparing a document or developing a presentation.
5. Design and create pages from scratch for an Internet or intranet web site.
Desktop Publishing (DTP)
End users and organizations can use desktop publishing (DTP) software to produce their
own printed materials such as newsletters, brochures, manuals, and books with several
type styles, graphics, and colours on each page. Typically text material and graphics can
be generated by word processing and graphics packages and imported as text and
graphics files. Optical scanners may be used to input text and graphics from printed
material. You can also use files of clipart, which are predrawn graphic illustrations
provided by the software package or available from other sources.
The heart of desktop publishing is a page design process called page markup or page
composition. The video screen becomes an electronic paste-up board with rulers, column
guides, and other page design aids. Text material and illustrations are then merged into
the page format you design. The software will automatically move excess text to another
column or page and help size and place illustrations and headings.
Electronic Spreadsheets
Electronic spreadsheet packages are programs that are used for business analysis,
planning, and modelling. They provide electronic replacement for more traditional tools
such as paper worksheets, pencils, and calculators. They generate an electronic
spreadsheet, which is a worksheet of rows and columns that can be stored on your PC, a
network server, or converted to HTML format and stored as a web page or websheet on
the World Wide Web. Data and formulas are entered into the worksheet via the keyboard.
The computer performs the calculations based on the formulas entered. Most packages
also have graphic capabilities.
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A spreadsheet package can also be used as a decision support tool to perform what-ifanalysis. For example: "What would happen - If you did something else".
Presentation Graphics and Multimedia
Presentation packages are used to convert numeric data into graphics displays such as
line charts, bar graphs, pie charts, and many other types of graphics. Most of the top
packages also help you prepare multimedia presentations of graphics, photos, animation,
and video clips, including publishing to the World Wide Web.
Advantages of using graphics and multimedia:
1. They are easier to comprehend and communicate than numerical data
2. Use of multiple-colour and multiple-media displays can more easily emphasize
key points, strategic differences, and important trends in the data.
3. Presentation graphics have proven to be much more effective than tabular
presentations of numeric data for reporting and communicating in advertising
media, management reports, or other business presentations.
4. Presentation graphics software packages give you many easy-to-use capabilities
that encourage the use of graphics presentations (slide shows) which contain
many integrated graphics and multimedia displays.
5. Graphics and multimedia presentations can be transferred in HTML format to
web sites on corporate intranets or the World Wide Web.
Multimedia Technologies
Hypertext and hypermedia are foundation technologies for multimedia presentations. By
definition hypertext contains only text and a limited amount of graphics. Hypermedia are
electronic documents that contain multiple forms of media, including text, graphics,
video, and so on. Key terms and topics in hypertext or hypermedia documents are
indexed by software links so that they can be quickly searched by the reader.
Hypertext and hypermedia are developed using specialized programming languages like
Java and the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), which create hyperlinks to other
parts of the document, or to other documents and media.
Personal Information Managers (PIM)
The personal information manager is a popular software package for end user
productivity and collaboration. They are used to help end users store, organize, and
retrieve text and numerical data in the form of notes, lists, clippings, tables, memos,
letters, reports, and so on. PIM are being used for:
1. Electronic calendar or list of appointments, meetings, or other things to do.
2. Timetable for a project
3. Display of key facts and financial data about customers, clients, and sales
prospects
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4. Accessing the World Wide Web
5. Provide E-mail capability.
6. Some PIMs use Internet and E-mail features to support team collaboration by
sharing information with other networked PIM users.
Groupware
Groupware is collaboration software that helps workgroups and teams work together to
accomplish group assignments. Groupware is a fast growing category of general-purpose
application software that combines a variety of software features and functions to
facilitate collaboration.
Groupware supports collaboration through:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Electronic Mail
Discussion groups and databases
Scheduling
Task management
Data, audio, and videoconferencing
Internet, corporate intranets, and extranets collaboration capabilities
Joint web page development
Project news and progress reports
Work jointly on documents stored on web servers

SYSTEM SOFTWARE
Overview
System software consists of programs that manage and support a computer system and its
information processing activities. These programs serve as a vital software interface
between computer system hardware and the application programs of end users.
Two major functional categories of system software include:
1. System Management Programs
Programs that manage the hardware, software, and data resources of the computer system
during its execution of the various information processing jobs of users. They include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Operating Systems
Network Management Programs
Database Management Systems
System Utilities
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2. System Development Programs
Programs that help users develop information system programs and prepare user
programs for processing. Major development programs include:
1. Programming Language Translators and Editors
2. Programming Tools
3. CASE (Computer Aided Software Engineering) Packages
OPERATING SYSTEMS
The most important system software package for any computer is its operating system.
An operating system is an integrated system of programs that:
1. Manages the operations of the CPU
2. Controls the input/output and storage resources and activities of the computer
system
3. Provides various support services as the computer executes the application
programs of users.
Primary purpose of the operating system is:
1. Maximize the productivity of a computer system by operating it in the most
efficient manner.
2. Minimizes the amount of human intervention required during processing.
3. Helps your application programs perform common operations such as entering
data, saving and retrieving files and printing or displaying output.
Operating System Functions: An operating system performs five basic functions in the
operation of a computer system. It provides:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

User Interface
Resource Management
Task Management
File Management
Utilities and Support Services

The User Interface: The user interface is the part of the operating system that allows the
end user to communicate with the operating system so they can load programs, access
files, and accomplish other tasks. Three main types of user interfaces are:
1. Command Driven
2. Menu Driven
3. Graphical User Interface (GUI)
The trend in user interfaces for operating systems and other software is away from the
entry of brief end user commands and choices from menus of options. The trend is also
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towards an easy-to-use graphical-user interface (GUI) which uses icons, bars, buttons,
boxes, and other images relying on pointing devices like the electronic mouse or trackball
to make selections that help you get things done.
Resource Management: An operating system uses a variety of resource management
programs to manage the hardware and networking resources of the computer system,
including its:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CPU
Memory
Secondary Storage Devices
Telecommunications processors
Input/Output Peripherals

Memory management programs:
1. Keep track of where data and programs are stored.
2. They may swap parts of programs and data between main memory and secondary
storage, thus providing the computer system with a virtual memory capability that
is larger than the actual main memory real memory of its primary storage unit.
File Management: File management programs of an operating system:
1. Control the creation, deletion, and access of files of data and programs.
2. Keep track of the physical location of files on magnetic disks and other secondary
storage devices.
Task Management: Task management programs of an operating system:
1. Manage the accomplishment of the computing tasks of end users.
2. Allocate CPU time to tasks and interrupt tasks being executed to substitute other
tasks.
3. May involve a multitasking capability where tasks of several programs can
process at the same time. Multitasking may involve multiprogramming where the
CPU can process the tasks of several programs at the same time, or time-sharing,
where the computing tasks of several users can be processed at the same time. A
single computer can act as it were several computers, or virtual machines, such
each application program is running independently as the same time.
POPULAR OPERATING SYSTEMS
The most popular microcomputer operating systems are:
MS-DOS



The most widely used microcomputer operating system
A single user, single-tasking operating system
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Can add a GUI interface and limited multitasking capabilities by combining it
with Microsoft Windows

Windows 95/98/NT/2000/XP/VISTA/Windows7









Windows OS is an advanced operating systems.
Graphical user interface
True multitasking
Networking capabilities
Multimedia
Multitasking network operating system
Multi-user network operating system
Installed on network servers to manage local area networks and on desktop PCs
with high-performance computing requirements.

OS/2



Multitasking operating system for advanced and compatible microcomputers
Uses a graphical user interface and a virtual memory capabilities

OS/2 Warp 4





Graphical user interface and voice recognition capabilities
Multitasking
Virtual memory capabilities
Telecommunications capabilities

UNIX





Popular operating system that is available for micros, minis, and mainframe
computer systems.
Multitasking and multi-user system
Installs on network servers
Portability allows it to run on mainframes, midrange computers, and
microcomputers.

Macintosh System 7




Multitasking
Virtual memory capabilities
Uses a graphical user interface.

Other System Maintenance Programs
System support programs are a category of software that performs routine support
functions for the end users of a computer system. Examples are:
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Utility Programs: Programs that perform miscellaneous housekeeping and file
conversion functions.
Performance Monitors: Programs that monitor the performance and usage of computer
systems to help its efficient use.
Security Monitors: Programs that monitor and control the use of computer systems and
provide warning messages and record evidence of unauthorized use of computer
resources.
Programming Languages: Programming languages are the languages which computer
programs are written in. A programming language allows a programmer or end user to
develop the sets of instructions that constitute a computer program. Programming
languages can be grouped into five major categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Machine Languages
Assembler Languages
High-Level Languages
Fourth Generation Languages.
Object-Oriented Languages

Machine Languages: Machine languages are the most basic level of programming
languages. They were the first generation of machine languages.
Disadvantages of machine languages:
1. Programs had to be written using binary codes unique to each computer.
2. Programmers had to have a detailed knowledge of the internal operations of the
specific type of CPU they were using.
3. Programming was difficult and error-prone.
Assembler Languages: Assembler languages are the second generation of machine
languages. They were developed to reduce the difficulties in writing machine language
programs.
Advantages:
1. Uses symbolic coded instructions which are easier to remember
2. Programming is simplified as a programmer does not need to know the exact
storage location of data and instructions.
Disadvantage:
1. Assembler languages are unique to specific types of computers.
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High-Level Languages: High-level languages are the third generation programming
languages. Include COBOL (business application programs), BASIC (microcomputer end
users), and FORTRAN (scientific and engineering applications).
Advantages:
1. Easier to learn and understand than an assembler language as instructions
(statements) resemble human language or the standard notation of mathematics.
2. Have less-rigid rules, forms, and syntaxes, so the potential for error is reduced.
3. Are machine-independent programs therefore programs written in a high-level
language do not have to be reprogrammed when a new computer is installed.
4. Programmers do not have to learn a new language for each computer they
program.
Disadvantages:
1. Less efficient than assembler language programs and require a greater amount of
computer time for translation into machine instructions.
HTML and XML
HTML and XML are two relatively new programming languages that which have
become vital tools for building multimedia web pages, web sites, and web-based
applications.
Characteristics of HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) include:
1. HTML is a page description language that creates hypertext or hypermedia
documents.
2. HTML inserts control codes within a document at points you can specify that
create links (hyperlinks) to other parts of the document or to other documents
anywhere on the WEB.
3. HTML embeds controls in the ASCII text of a document which designate titles,
headings, graphics, and multimedia components, as well as hyperlinks within the
document.
PROGRAMMING PACKAGES
A variety of software packages is available to help programmers develop computer
programs. For example, programming language translators are programs that translate
other programs into machine language instruction codes that computers can execute.
Other software packages such as programming language editors, are called programming
tools help programmers write programs by providing program creation and editing
facilities.
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Language Translator Programs
Computer programs consists of sets of instructions written in programming languages
that must be translated by a language translator into the computer‘s own machine
language before they can be processed, or executed by the CPU. Programming language
translator programs are known by a variety of names.
Assembler: Translates the symbolic instruction codes of programs written in an
assembler language into machine language instructions.
Compiler: Translates (compiles) high-level language statements (source programs) to
machine language programs.
Interpreter: Translates and executes each program statement one at a time, instead of
first producing a complete machine language program, like compilers and assemblers do.
Programming Tools:
Many language translator programs are enhanced by a graphical programming interface
and a variety of built-in capabilities or add-on packages. Language translators provide
editing and diagnostic capabilities to identify programming errors or bugs. Many
language translator programs now include powerful graphics-oriented programming
editors and debuggers. These programs help programmers identify and minimize errors
while they are programming. The goal of such programs is to decrease the drudgery of
programming while increasing the efficiency and productivity of programmers.
Other programming tools include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Diagramming packages
Code generators
Libraries of reusable objects and program code
Prototyping tools
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SECTION THREE
NETWORK SYSTEMS
APPLICATIONS

&

INTERNET

NETWORKING THE ENTERPRISE
Businesses are becoming internetworked enterprises. The Internet and Internet-like
networks inside the enterprise (intranets), between an enterprise and its trading partners
(extranets), and other types of networks have become the primary information technology
infrastructure of many organizations. Telecommunications networks enable managers,
end-users, and their teams and workgroups to electronically exchange data and
information anywhere in the world with other end users, customers, suppliers, and other
organizations. By using such networks, companies can: Coordinate their work activities,
Manage their business operations and organizational resources, and compete successfully
in today‘s fast changing global economy. Many organizations today could not survive
without a variety of interconnected computer networks to service the information
processing and communications needs.
Telecommunications - is the sending of information in any form from one place to
another using electronic or light-emitting media.
Data Communications - describes the transmitting and receiving of data over
communication links between one or more computer systems and a variety of
input/output terminals.
Teleprocessing, Telematics, & Telephony - is the integration of telecommunications
and computer-based information processing technologies.
Business Applications of Telecommunications
Telecommunications applications are grouped into two major categories: Electronic
collaboration systems and Electronic commerce systems.
Electronic Collaboration - applications use telecommunications networks to support
communication, coordination and collaboration among the members of business teams
and workgroups.
Electronic Commerce - applications support the buying and selling of products and
information over the Internet and other computer networks.
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The Business Value of Telecommunications: Information technology, especially in
telecommunications-based business applications, helps a company overcome barriers to
business success.
Four strategic capabilities of telecommunications and other
information technologies include: Overcome geographic barriers, Overcome time
barriers, Overcome cost barriers and Overcome structural barriers
Trends in Telecommunication
Major trends occurring in the field of telecommunications have a significant impact on
management decisions in this area. Informed managerial end-users should thus be aware
of major trends in telecommunications industries technologies and applications that
significantly increase the decision alternatives confronting their organizations.
Industry Trends: Telecommunications networks and services are available from
numerous large and small telecommunications companies. Explosive growth of the
Internet and the World Wide Web has created a host of new telecommunications services
and products. Business firms have dramatically increased their use of the Internet and the
Web for electronic commerce and collaboration.
Technology Trends: Open systems with unrestricted connectivity using Internet
networking technologies as their technology platform are becoming the primary
telecommunications technology drivers. Increased industry and technical moves toward
building client/server networks are based on an open system architecture. Open systems
are information systems that use common standards for hardware, software, applications,
and networking. Any open systems architecture also provides a high degree of network
interoperability. There has been a change from analog to digital network technologies.
Local and global telecommunication networks are rapidly converting to digital
transmission technologies that transmit information in the form of discrete pulses rather
than waves.
Application Trends: - The trend toward more vendors services, Internet technologies and
open systems, and the rapid growth of the Internet, the World Wide Web, and corporate
Internets and extranets dramatically increases the number of feasible applications.
Telecommunications networks are playing a vital and pervasive role in electronic
commerce, electronic collaboration, and internal business applications that support the
operations management and strategic objectives of both large and small companies.
Telecommunications functions have become an integral part of local and global computer
networks that are used to dramatically: Cut Costs, Shorten business lead times and
response times, Support electronic commerce, Improve the collaboration of workgroups,
Develop online operational processes, Share resources, Lock in customers and suppliers,
and Develop new products and services.
THE INTERNET REVOLUTION
The Internet is the largest ‗network of networks‘ today and the closest model we have to
the information superhighway of tomorrow. Distinguishing features of the Internet
include: The Net does not have a central computer system or telecommunications center.
Instead each message sent on the Internet has a unique address code so any Internet
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server in the network can forward it to its destination. The ‗Net‘ does not have a
headquarters or governing body. The Internet is growing rapidly.
Internet Applications
The most popular Internet applications are E-Mail, browsing the sites on the World Wide
Web, and participating in special interest newsgroups. The Internet is the launch site for
electronic commerce transactions between businesses and their suppliers and customers.
The Internet provides electronic discussion forms and bulletin board systems and Other
applications include downloading software and information files, and accessing databases
provided by businesses, governments, and other organizations. Users can hold real-time
conversations with other Internet users and gather information through online services
using web browsers and search engines.
The Information Superhighway: The trend toward open, high-speed digital networks
with fiber optic and satellite links, and the widespread use of the Internet and its
technologies have made the concept of an information superhighway technically feasible
and has captured the interest of both business and government. The information
superhighway can have dramatic impacts on a business organization. As well it promises
to have a major impact on developments in telecommunications and on our national
economic and social life.
Types of Telecommunication Networks:
There are many different types of
telecommunications networks. However, from an end-user point of view there are only a
few basic types such as: Wide area networks, Local area networks, Wireless area
networks, Interconnected networks like the Internet Internets and extranets, and
Client/server and interorganizational networks.
Internets and Extranets: The goal of many internetworked architectures is to create a
seamless network of Internet-like networks called Intranets within each organization.
This network of Intranets is then connected to the Internet and to networks called
extranets that provide electronic links to business partners. Internets are designed to be
open, but secure, internal networks whose web browsing software provides easy, pointand-click access by end users to multimedia information on international web sites.
Internet web sites may be established on internal web servers by a company, its business
units, departments, and workgroups. Extranets are networks that link some of the
Intranet resources of a company with other organizations and individuals. Organizations
can establish private extranets among themselves or use the Internet as part of the
network connections between them. Many organizations use virtual private networks
(VPNs) to establish secure Internets and extranets. A virtual private network is a secure
network that uses the Internet as its main backbone network but relies on the firewalls
and other security features of the Internet and Intranet connections and those of
participating organizations. Client/server networks have become the predominate
information architecture of enterprise computing. Computing power has rapidly become
distributed and interconnected throughout many organizations by networked computer
systems that take the form of client/server networks. Characteristics of a client/server
network are: End user PC or NC workstations are the clients, Clients are interconnected
by local area networks and share application processing with network servers which also
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manage the networks, LANs may be interconnected to other LANs and wide area
networks of client workstations and servers. The benefits of client server computing
include: Clients (end users) can perform some or most of the processing of their business
applications, LAN servers can share application processing, manage work group
collaboration, and control common hardware, software, and databases, Data can be
completely processed locally where most input and output must be handled, Provides
access to the workstations and servers in other networks, Computing processing is more
tailored to the needs of the end users, Increases information processing efficiency and
effectiveness as users are more responsible for their own application systems, Allows
large central-site computers to handle the jobs they do best - such as high-volume
transaction processing, communications, network security and control, and maintenance
and control of large corporate databases, and Clients at local sites can access the
corporate superservers to receive corporate-wide management information or transmit
summary transaction data reflecting local site activities.
Interorganizational Networks: Many applications of telecommunications can be
classified as interorganizational networks. Businesses are using telecommunications to:
Link a company‘s wide area and local area networks to the networks of customers and
suppliers both domestically and internationally, Build new strategic business
relationships and alliances with their stakeholders in an attempt to increase and lock in
their business while locking out competitors, Reduce transaction processing costs,
Increase the quality of service, and allow for a Connection to information service
providers and other external organizations to provide better information for management
decision making.
Telecommunications Media: To get from here to there data must move through
something. A telephone line, a cable, or the atmosphere, are all forms of transmission
media or channels.
Telecommunications channels (communication lines or links) are the means by which
data and other forms of communications are transmitted between the sending and
receiving devices in a telecommunications network.
Cellular phone systems use radio communications technology that divides a geographic
area into small areas, or cells, typically from one to several square miles in area. Each
cell has its own low-power transmitter or radio relay antenna device to relay calls from
one cell to another. This technology is used to support mobile phone service and mobile
voice and data communications. Important communications medium for mobile voice
and data communications. Disadvantage: Not secured lines
Network Architectures & Protocols - Until recently there was a lack of sufficient
standards for the interfaces between the hardware, software, and communications
channels of data communications networks. For this reason there is often a lack of
compatibility between the data communications hardware and software of different
manufacturers. This situation has: Hampered the use of data communications, Increased
data communications costs, and Reduced data communications efficiency and
effectiveness. The Industry Response: Computer manufacturers and national and
international organizations have developed standards called protocols, and master plans
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called network architectures to support the development of advanced data
communications networks.
Protocols: A protocol is the formal set of rules for communicating including rules for
timing of message exchanges, the type of electrical connection used by the
communications devices, error detection techniques, means of gaining access to
communications channels, and so on. The goal of communications network architectures
is to create more standardization and compatibility among communications protocols.
Network architectures: The goal of network architectures is to promote an open,
simple, flexible, and efficient telecommunications environment. This is accomplished by
the use of: Standard protocols, Standard communications hardware and software
interfaces, and Standard multilevel interface between end users and computer systems.
The OSI Model: The International Standards Organization (ISO) are working on the
establishment of a standard protocol for data transmission. They have developed a sevenlayer Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model to serve as a standard model for
network architectures. Dividing data communications functions into seven distinct layers
promotes the development of modular network architectures which assists the
development, operation, and maintenance of complex telecommunications networks.
The Internet’s TCP/IP - The Internet uses a system of telecommunications protocols
that has become so widely used that it is equivalent to a network architecture. The
Internet‘s protocol suite is called Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol and is
known as TCP/IP. TCP/IP consists of five levels of protocols that can be related to the
seven layers of the OSI architecture. TCP/IP is used by the Internet and by most
Internets and extranets. Many companies and other organizations are also converting
their client/server networks to TCP/IP.
Bandwidth Alternatives - The form or method of communications affects the maximum
rate at which data can be moved through the channel and the level of noise that will exist.
Transmission Speed (Bandwidth) The communications speed and capacity of
telecommunications networks can be classified by bandwidth. This is the frequency
range of a telecommunications channel; it determines the channel‘s maximum
transmission rate.
Baud Rate: The number of times per second that a data communications signal changes;
with each change one or more bits can be transmitted - bits per second (BPS).
Voiceband: Are low-speed analog channels which are normally used for voice
communications but can also be used for data communications by microcomputers video
terminals and fax machines.
Medium-Band:
transmission.

Are specially conditioned leased lines that can handle faster
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Broadband: Are high-speed digital channels which allow transmission rates at specific
intervals. They typically use microwave fiber optics or satellite transmission.
Switching Alternatives: To transmit data in a network there are various switching
alternatives:
Circuit Switching: A link is established between the sender and the receiver which
remains in effect until the communications session is completed (e.g. telephone).
Message Switching: A message is transmitted a block at a time from one switching
device to another.
Packet Switching: Involves subdividing communications messages into fixed or variable
groups called packets. Typically packets are 128 characters long while they are of
variable length in the frame relay technology. Packet switching networks are frequently
operated by value-added carriers who use computers and other communications
processors to control the packet switching process and transmit the packets of various
users over their networks.
Cell Switching: ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) switch which breaks voice video
and other data into fixed cells and routes them to their next destination in the network.
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Materials on Viruses, Email and Study Skills will be added
soon
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